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The information industry is going through the digital revolution. Its practices of production,
diffusion, consumption and its economic models are upset, bringing new possibilities, new
constraints, but also blurring the roles of the actors.

How does news spread today? What is the Internet’s or Twitter’s role compared with that
of traditional players such as television, radio and the press? Who starts a media “buzz”?
Who are the players involved? What place do images occupy in the media? Which is the
most frequently broadcast image of the week?

All  these  questions  have  arisen  with  the  numerous  developments  in  the  news  and
information  sector  in  recent  years  and  the  Transmedia  Observatory  has  attempted  to
answer them by inviting researchers in IT and social sciences to work together.

OTMedia  is  a  software  platform dedicated  to  research projects  that  can analyze vast
quantities of diverse, multimodal, transmedia data (television, radio, Web, press agencies,
Twitter  feeds)  linked  to  French  and  French-language  news.  The  main  purpose  is  to
achieve quantitative transdisciplinary research between Human and Social Science and
Computer Science (Hervé et al. 2017).

OTMedia permanently collects, processes and indexes over thousands of streams from
television, radio, the Web, the press, news agencies and Twitter. The volume and diversity
of its collection and performance of its modules make OTMedia a unique platform that
incorporates transcription, visual, text and linguistic analysis and cutting-edge data mining
software components in order to quantify a number of phenomena such as the spread of
information, the importance of copy-pasting in the media or the links between traditional
media and social networks.

Although it has already been the subject of very interesting studies in the digital humanities
and social sciences, its potential for exploitation has barely begun.

Objectives

The OTMedia project started in 2010. One of its main challenges was to start from the
analysis needs expressed by Human Sciences researchers and information stakeholders,
and to collaborate throughout the developments to create new concepts, models and tools
dedicated to  the  analysis  of  the  information  landscape.  This  collaboration  allowed the
creation of a first prototype after two years. The discussions focused on the collection
scope, the definition of analysis criteria, use tests (evaluations of results and ergonomics)
and the analysis of system biases. 

The technological challenge of the project lies in the volume but also in the diversity of the
sources  of  information  taken  into  consideration.  In  this  sense,  media  corpora  have
interesting properties for automatic analysis approaches. It was necessary to be able to
identify for each piece of information, whatever its original format (image, sound, text),
descriptive  data,  making  it  possible  to  identify  its  properties,  its  source,  but  also  its
coverage in the form of copies (integral or partial) or strong proximity from one medium to



another (same subject, same theme...). It is then necessary to carry out different phases of
data mining on these automatically enriched, potentially noisy and incomplete data. One of
the  major  concerns  of  the  project  (and  one  of  the  most  complex  ones!)  lies  in  the
estimation of the cumulative biases produced by all the operations of a task.

The preliminary steps: data enrichment and indexing

We  have  implemented  several  algorithms  for  automatic  data  enrichment.  Some  are
generic and well established, others are more specific and developed as needs arise for
some studies. The degree of integration of these algorithms into the platform depends
mainly on their maturity and the need to be able to benefit from the results in real time. The
complexity of the approaches and the computational capacity of the servers also play a
role  in  determining  whether  an  analysis  is  automatically  performed on all  the  content
captured or simply on some corpora for specific studies.

The main tools available are as follows. For audio data (from television, radio and online
videos) a transcription is made. We have two speech-to-text software available, allowing
us to  quantify  potential  biases in  analyses that  are related to  transcription errors.  For
images (still images from online sites, social networks or extracted from videos) we use
several  approaches  to  index  and  make  queries  by  similarity.  Our  indexing  engine,
developed in-house, allows us to efficiently manage several million images without any
problems and thus allows us to search corpora on the scale of all the images produced by
the  media  ecosystem.  Finally,  many  natural  language  processing  methods  are  used:
extraction  of  named  entities,  categorization,  salient  word  extraction,  quote  detection,
plagiarism.  More  specific  algorithms  are  also  implemented  such  as  the  detection  of
referencing of a media as a source of information.

Towards interactive data mining

Data mining, or knowledge extraction from data, aims to extract knowledge from large
amounts of data, by automatic or semi-automatic methods. In OTMedia, data mining is
used to bring out groups, trends, structures or movements from the mass of information
available. 

The prototype is a dedicated search engine: the user types a simple query, using the
standard search bar, or complex, using the widgets to help formulate queries and filters.
The documents are displayed in a list, each item in the list being clickable to access the
source or its enriched metadata, so that the user can validate its content. In addition to the
chronological distribution, summary tables of the results allow the user to have a feedback
on the results of the query: number of results per medium, or for the 20 most represented
media,  number  of  occurrences  of  the  most  salient  words,  personalities,  acronyms  or
places. These interactive tables allow you to read the entire result, detect anomalies or
refine queries. Functionalities for creating, deleting, merging, intersecting and visualizing
user corpora are also available.



Visual searches are performed via an interface activated when an image is selected. An
enlarged version of the image is presented to the user, who requests all or part of the
selected image with the mouse. The engine finds copies of images or partially similar
images. The association of a set of visual copies with the source documents from which
they originate makes it possible to study the distribution of a specific image in the media:
when and by whom was it used? The selection of small objects such as logos, allows us to
group all the images of the same cultural or sporting event with a "covering" (such as the
Venice Mostra, the US Open...).

For each query, based on terms, people, media, themes or structuring fields, the interface
produces comparative chronologies of occurrences in all the results relating to the global
query. For example, the global education query, coupled with the names of presidential
candidates, will display the number of times each candidate's name is associated with the
term education during the campaign. If candidates are replaced by the media, then the
question can potentially be answered: does a media actor more often than others cite the
issue of education ? 

OTMedia search engine



Object emergence: detection of textual and visual events

One of the fundamental tasks of data mining is to group and label sets of "close" items in
order to bring out "higher level" objects. The underlying idea is to reduce the volume of
data by classifying and prioritizing it in an attempt to perceive its content. Indeed, if the
search engine answers the question, "does the database contain elements related to my
request ?", the data mining attempts to answer the question: "What is in this database ?".
In the context of the project, we studied two types of specific aggregates corresponding
mainly to groups of objects with similarities in textual and visual modalities.

To address visual data mining problems, it is important to rely on a powerful visual engine.
Research in this area aims to establish strategies to minimize as much as possible the
number of requests necessary to create meaningful proximity links between image parts.
The strategy is to randomly select a part of an image and request it from the database in
order to find the parts of similar images, and to repeat the process in order to cover a
"fairly large" part of the visual content of all the images in the database. The tool is mainly

Temporal distribution of documents



used in three different ways. As an interactive visual query engine, it enable the end used
to navigate in the huge dataset. As a clustering tool, it automatically groups similar images
together.  We  can,  for  example,  determine  the  images  most  diffused  by  the  media
(television and web) over a given period of time or follow the propagation of an image on
social networks with its multiple modifications (Internet meme). These are “visual events”.

The detection of media events from textual documents is carried out in several phases.
The most important one is to assess the semantic similarity between documents. From an
analysis of the salient words in the documents, we create aggregates that are then merged
over time. We also take into account the disparity of the textual elements at our disposal:
press articles, audio transcripts, teletext, documentary notes and tweets. The results have
been thoroughly evaluated as the “media event” is the central object of most of your further
studies.

Economic study of the French news ecosystem

Using OTMedia, we try to answer a quite simple question from an economical point of
view: “Is there still a ‘commercial value’ of news in this online world ?” In a recent working
paper, we document the extent of copying online and estimate the returns to originality in
online news production (Cagé et al. 2017).

We use a unique dataset covering the entire news content provided online by the universe
of  French  news  media  during  an  entire  year  (2013).  Our  dataset  covers  87  general
information  media  outlets  in  France:  2  news  agency, 59  newspapers,  10  pure  online
media, 9 television channels, and 7 radio stations. We track every piece of content these
outlets produced online in 2013. Our dataset contains 2.5 million documents.

Using the content produced by news media, we perform a topic detection algorithm to
construct the set of news stories. Each document is placed within the most appropriate
cluster, i.e. the one that discusses the same event-based story. We obtain a total number
of 25,000 stories, comprised of 850,000 documents (about 35 documents per news story).

Visual query example



Nearly one third of the news events are about politics, 30% about the economy and less
than one quarter about crime, law, and justice. We then study the timeline of each story. In
particular, for each story, we determine first the media outlet that breaks the story, and then
analyse the propagation of the story, second by second. We investigate the speed of news
dissemination  and  the  length  of  the  stories,  depending  on  the  topic  and  other  story
characteristics.

We show that, on average, news is delivered to readers of different media outlets 172
minutes after having been published first on the website of the news breaker – but in less
than 224 seconds in 25% of  the cases.  The reaction time is  shortest when the news
breaker is a news agency, and longest when it is a pure online media, most likely because
of the need for verification.

High reactivity  comes with  verbatim copying.  We develop a  state-of-the-art  plagiarism
detection  algorithm  and  find  that  only  32.6%  of  the  online  content  is  original.  The
distribution is bimodal, with one peak for the article with less than 1% original content
(nearly 17% of the documents) and one peak for the 100% original articles (nearly 22% of
the documents). The median is 14%. In other words, with the exception of the documents
that are entirely original, the articles published within events consist mainly of verbatim
copying – more than 55% of the articles classified in events have less than 20% originality.

A single media event with all its documents, plagiarism and source mentions



Obviously, copy can take different forms. First of all, we distinguish external (copying from
another media outlets) from internal (copying from a previous article you published) copy.
Second, we distinguish content copied from the news agencies and content copied from
other media outlets. All the media outlets that are clients of a news agency are indeed
allowed to reproduce its content in its entirety, and the business model of the news agency
is based on the reproduction of its content by other media outlets.

But in effect,  every time an original piece of content is published on the Internet,  it  is
actually published three times – once by the original producer, and twice by media outlets
who simply copy-and-paste this original content. (Obviously, in practice, we often observe
large numbers of media outlets copying part of the content of an original article. But in
terms of numbers of original characters copied, this is equivalent to a situation where each
piece of original content is published three times.) Moreover, despite the substantiality of
copying, media outlets hardly name the sources they copy. Once we exclude copy from
the news agency, we show that only 3.5% of the documents mention competing news
organisations they copy as the source of the information.

Distribution of the originality rate



Share of documents crediting the copied media

Do original news producers nonetheless benefit from their investment in newsgathering?
In  instances  where  the  online  audience  was  distributed  randomly  across  the  different
websites and regardless of the originality of the articles, our results would imply that the
original news producer captures only 33% of the audience and of the economic returns to
original  news  production  (which,  as  a  first  approximation,  can  be  assumed  to  be
proportional to audience, for example via online advertising revenues). However, we show
that reputation mechanisms and the behaviour of Internet viewers allow the mitigation of a
significant part of this copyright violation problem.

First, using article-level variations (with event, day, and media fixed effects), we show that
a 50% increase in the originality rate of an article leads to a 35% increase in the number of
times it is shared on Facebook. This finding is illustrated in the following figure, which plots
the estimates of the coefficients from the estimation of the number of times an article is
shared on Facebook, as a function of the originality of the article.



Facebook shares depending on originality rate of documents

Second, by using media-level daily audience data and article-level Facebook shares, we
investigate to which extent readers ‘reward’ originality. To do so, we compute audience-
weighted measures of the importance of originality. As a first ‘naïve’ approach, we assume
that all  the articles published on the website of  an outlet  on a given day are ‘equally
successful’.  Doing  so,  we  find  that  the  average  audience-weighted  original  content  is
above 46%. This reflects  the facts that  media outlets  with  a larger  fraction of  original
content tend to receive more audience.

More importantly, if we weight content by media-level audience shares and article-level
Facebook shares, we show that the original content represents up to 58% of online news
consumption, i.e. much more than its relative production (33%). This means that within a
given media outlet, the articles that get more views (as approximated by the number of
Facebook shares) are those with more original content. In effect, reputation mechanisms
actually appear to solve about 40% of the copyright  violation problem, as long as the
media  outlets  realise  this  and allocate  their  effort  and journalist  time accordingly. The
observed collapse in the number of journalists in all developed countries may reflect the
fact that some outlets have not.

Of course, greater intellectual  property protection could also play a role in solving the
copyright violation problem and raising the incentives for original news production, and we
certainly do not  mean to downplay the extent  of  this problem. Other factors may help
rationalise  the  observed  drop  in  the  number  of  journalists,  the  decline  of  advertising
revenues,  and  the  increasing  use  of  ad-blockers  to  begin  with.  However,  our  results
suggest that in order to effectively address this issue, it is important to study reputation
effects and how viewers react to the newsgathering investment strategies of media outlets.



Conclusion

The  collaboration  between  computer  researchers  and  Human  Sciences  researchers,
which  is  at  the  heart  of  this  project,  is  very  rich,  even  if  it  sometimes  leads  to
misunderstandings on both sides.  First,  complex Human Sciences concepts are rarely
directly modelable by sets of criteria or measures that can be manipulated by algorithms.
Thus, the concept of a "media event" remained a topic of discussion between the partners
for  much of  the project!  Nevertheless,  the consideration of  the multiple  dimensions of
analysis required in the social sciences and humanities has been productive because it
has led to linguistic and visual processing sequences not foreseen at the outset of the
project. The evaluation examined the utility and usability of the system: recommendations
were collected from users for each version of the prototype. Several functionalities have
been added such as managing corpus of results, exporting data, tracking quotations or
detecting partial text copies (when a sentence or expression, for example, is transferred
from one medium to another). The analysis of the validity of the results made it possible to
make  a  qualitative  improvement  of  some  modules  of  the  system.  Finally,  the  users'
recommendations on the handling of the prototype have changed the interface: some data
have become interactive,  the interfaces have been linked together  to  logically  link the
operations linked to an analysis task. The user tests made it possible to study the balance
between technological automation and the control that must be left to the user. 

Finally, the use of the prototype by expert users highlighted the two types of bias in the
OTMedia system: bias due to technological processing and bias related to media editorial
practices such as, for example, backdating sources or non-compliance with the duty to
quote. One of the fundamental aspects of the project with regard to the use of data mining
technologies was their validation in well-managed settings in order to measure the biases
generated by the tools. Indeed, analysis systems can generate biases at all levels, from
description to final visualization, and thus distort the interpretation of results. This is why, in
addition  to  technological  innovation,  it  is  the whole methodology of  use,  in  relation to
practices, that is the subject of research and experimentation in the implementation of the
second phase of the project, currently under development at Ina. 
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